IQMS Hardware Offerings

IQMS believes in one-stop shopping to help all manufacturers get the most cost efficient package as possible to stay competitive and effective. As with our single database EnterpriseIQ ERP and MES solution that eliminates the need for thirdparty partners, our computer hardware and accessories division was built to provide everything our clients need to gain maximum advantage of all technology offered in today's global market.

AML M7225 Handheld Computer
Lightweight, tough and versatile, the M7225 is a richly featured, wireless handheld computer designed for use in retail, manufacturing, and warehouse data capture applications. Powered by Windows® CE 6.0, the M7225 is available with a high-power, Summit® 802.11a/b/g radio, laser or 2D barcode scan engines, 3.5” high-color LCD with touch panel, and full audio support. For virtually any barcode data collection application, the M7225 is the sensible solution.

AML Triton Wireless Handheld Terminal
Triton is a rugged yet cost effective handheld terminal that can be quickly deployed with minimal configuration time and little to no training. With the new, highly visible backlit LCD screen, best-in-class Summit wireless radio and improved keypad durability to prevent abrasive wear, the AML Triton goes beyond the legacy models in many ways.

Zebra MC9200 Mobile Computer
The Zebra MC9200 rugged mobile computer, the next generation of the industry-leading gold standard for mobility, has evolved to meet changing business needs, bringing you the same signature rugged design, best-in-class bar code scanning and dependable operation. Now, with the power to run applications with highly-intuitive interfaces, the MC9200 will further simplify processes and increase worker productivity in your toughest environments.

Schlage HandPunch 3000 Biometric Time & Attendance Terminal
Schlage now brings the accuracy and convenience of biometric technology easily within reach of any time and attendance applications. There are no cards to create, administer, carry, or lose. The HandPunch® 3000 verifies employees’ identities in less than one second, based on the unique size and shape of their hands. Because no one can punch in or out for your employees, the system reduces time theft and improves payroll accuracy. Beyond a simple time clock, the HandPunch 3000 provides definable data management keys that allow data collection when employees punch. When you want to cut time and attendance costs...do it by hand.
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Zebra 110Xi4 Barcode Printer
Zebra’s built-to-last Xi™ series printers are legendary for their rugged durability, consistently outstanding print quality, fast print speed, long life, and unparalleled reliability in demanding applications. These qualities translate into low total cost of ownership—making them a smart investment for organizations with high-volume, mission-critical or specialty labeling applications.

Zebra ZT230 Barcode Printer
Whether you are adopting barcode technology for the first time or upgrading existing printer models, the ZT200 series is the right choice for a variety of labeling applications. The ZT200 series offers a streamlined design and smaller footprint that takes up less physical space than the Stripe and S4M models. ZT200 series printers require minimal operator training and benefit from tool-less standard component maintenance and a durable design to minimize service. Your IT staff will appreciate the backwards compatibility, since it allows for new printers to be up and running with minimal time and effort. The ZT200 series has been designed for ease of use, versatility and outstanding value.

Setra Super Count Scale
The Super Count couples the benefits of Setra’s high resolution ceramic sensor with an intelligently designed full-function keyboard to deliver a high accuracy, easy to use counting scale at a surprisingly moderate price. The patented variable capacitance weighing technology lets the scale display weight changes as minute as Super Count™ 1 part in 125,000. The internal resolution, which is four to ten times greater than the display readability, allows operators to work with smaller sample sizes thereby saving time and reducing hand counting errors. Each of the seven weighing capacities has been carefully designed to protect the sensor from overload and shock. The heavy duty construction and full two year warranty assure consistent performance even when subjected to rough industrial handling. Whether used for production weighing, inventory control, transaction processing, kitting or quality control, versatility and extremely high accuracy make the Super Count an exceptional value.

Don't see what you need here?
Email hardware@iqms.com and we will look into getting it for you.